Introduction
============

A central issue in biology is to recover and understand the evolutionary history of biological entities. These may be of different nature and scale, ranging from DNA and protein sequences to communities, going through biological systems, organs, strains, individuals, species, and populations. The characteristics and evolution of these objects are measured using a variety of "characters," including molecular properties (e.g., [@msz131-B79]; [@msz131-B6]; [@msz131-B8]), gene contents of genomes (e.g., [@msz131-B36]), morphological and phenotypic characteristics (e.g., [@msz131-B17]; [@msz131-B54]; [@msz131-B4]; [@msz131-B69]), ecological traits (e.g., [@msz131-B53]), and geographic locations (e.g., [@msz131-B1]; [@msz131-B78]; [@msz131-B46], [@msz131-B45]; [@msz131-B16]; [@msz131-B14]; [@msz131-B52]). Ancestral character reconstruction (ACR) is central in all these studies to trace the origin and evolution of the character of interest. ACR relies first on the inference of phylogenetic relationships among the studied objects, that is, a phylogenetic tree, typically inferred from DNA or protein sequences. The character state is generally known for all (most) tips of the tree (some methods can accommodate for unknown or ambiguous state values). ACR is commonly used to reconstruct ancestral sequences corresponding to specific tree nodes (typically the tree root). ACR is also used to determine how the character of interest has changed on the tree from the root to the tips over evolutionary time, by assigning the most likely ancestral character states to every internal node. This global reconstruction over the whole tree describes the evolutionary history of the character and is commonly called an "ancestral scenario," which is the focus of this article. Several approaches have been proposed for ACR so far, including parsimony ([@msz131-B73]), maximum likelihood (ML; [@msz131-B61]; [@msz131-B64]; [@msz131-B20]; [@msz131-B67]), and Bayesian methods ([@msz131-B34]; [@msz131-B62]).

Parsimony-based ACR provides quick and simple methods to infer ancestral scenarios. However, due to the oversimplification of evolutionary processes (e.g., not accounting for branch lengths and evolutionary times), parsimony has limited accuracy ([@msz131-B12]). ML and Bayesian approaches are based on probabilistic models of character evolution. ML methods were shown to perform better than parsimony, using both theoretical arguments and simulation studies under a variety of conditions ( [@msz131-B81]; [@msz131-B23]). Simulation results showed that even the simplest models (e.g., JC, [@msz131-B38]) yield more accurate reconstructions than parsimony ([@msz131-B23]), thanks to the consideration of evolutionary times and branch lengths, and are robust to moderate model violations and phylogenetic uncertainty ([@msz131-B30]).

The size of the trees subjected to ACR has rapidly increased thanks to new generation sequencing technologies. Evolutionary and epidemiological analysis of pathogens, like human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), Influenza, and Ebola, is one of the hotspots of this problem, with data sets commonly comprising thousands of strains ([@msz131-B33]; [@msz131-B66]; [@msz131-B15]). With such rapidly evolving pathogens, the links between evolutionary and epidemiological processes raise essential public health questions with important practical issues, notably the routes and patterns of pathogen spread ([@msz131-B78]; [@msz131-B18]; [@msz131-B45]; [@msz131-B27]; [@msz131-B14]; [@msz131-B52]) and the emergence of drug resistances ([@msz131-B57]; [@msz131-B83]). In these studies (and many others), ACR was a major tool, aiming to map ancestral states of pathogen characters (e.g., sampling location, risk group of the host, and presence of drug resistance) on the tree inferred from DNA or protein sequences.

Bayesian methods ([@msz131-B34]; [@msz131-B62]; [@msz131-B13]) are commonly used in this context, notably in phylogeography studies ([@msz131-B49]; [@msz131-B52]). The main approach is to infer the joint posterior distributions of ancestral character states, phylogenetic tree, and model parameters, using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) procedure. This involves complex probabilistic models describing the evolution of the sequences, the molecular clock (possibly relaxed and correlated), the demography, and last but not least the evolution of the studied character. Stochastic mapping ([@msz131-B58]; [@msz131-B35]) is simpler and commonly used to generate and compare alternative, plausible evolutionary histories of the studied character on a given tree. The character evolution model can be very simple, typically symmetrical with a few states, but the current trend is to rely on increasingly complex models, nonsymmetrical, with latent variables, dozens of character states, and evolution over time ([@msz131-B70]; [@msz131-B44]; [@msz131-B48]; [@msz131-B42][@msz131-B43]). The Bayesian approach is very popular because of this wealth of options and flexibility, via famous software programs like BEAST ([@msz131-B13]). However, Markov chain Monte Carlo based methods have a high computational cost, and the joint inference of all the tree, parameter, and character distributions cannot be achieved for large data sets. Even the stepwise approach where we first infer the tree distribution, and then the distribution of the studied character along the most likely trees is hardly applicable to medium data sets (500--1,000 tips), requiring high performance computing units (Graphics Processing Units \[GPUs\]), sophisticated parallel implementations ([@msz131-B3], [@msz131-B2]), and days to weeks of computation. In contrast, the ML approach is less computationally demanding as it gives point estimates for the parameters of interest, instead of distributions. For example, TreeTime ([@msz131-B68]) is able to deal with large trees comprising thousands of tips and perform fast ML-based ACR in a few minutes or even a few seconds.

However, there are still potential limitations in applying standard ML-based ACR to large data sets and trees. These limitations are related to the inference of the character states, the uncertainty that is inherent to such inference and that of the phylogeny, as well as the visualization and interpretation of the (large) resulting ancestral scenario. Two main approaches are used in ML-based ACR: Either we compute the marginal posterior probabilities of every state for each of the tree nodes ([@msz131-B20]; [@msz131-B80]). Then, we usually select the state with the highest posterior. This maximum a posteriori (MAP) selection is independent from one node to another, which could induce globally inconsistent scenarios (typically: two very close nodes with incompatible predictions). This possible shortcoming formed the basis of criticisms against MAP-based ACR.Or we compute the joint ancestral scenario with the maximal posterior probability ([@msz131-B64]) using dynamic programing. This approach has some global consistency guarantee but returns a unique scenario, and thus does not reflect the fact that with real data and large trees, billions of scenarios may have similar posterior probabilities.

Our simulations ([@msz131-B23]; see also results below) showed that the predictions and accuracy of MAP and joint approaches are very close. This advocates for the use of the full marginal approach, which not only indicates the most likely state for each node (as predicted by MAP) but also returns the marginal posterior probabilities of all states, thus reflecting the uncertainties of node predictions. However, interpreting and using these probabilistic outputs is difficult, for example when two states have similar posteriors. Another difficulty is to visualize and summarize the resulting, global scenario, which commonly involves thousands of probability distributions attached to each of the tree nodes.

Here, we propose a simple and fast approach to overcome these limitations. We use decision theoretic concepts and tools to infer a limited set of likely states for each of the tree nodes, which best approximate the marginal posterior probabilities. In the easy regions of the tree (typically close to the tips \[[@msz131-B23]\]), this approach predicts a unique state, whereas in the difficult parts (typically close to the root) it may predict several likely states reflecting the uncertainty of the inferences. Such results are typically encountered in phylogeography, where the deep origin of the studied species or virus cannot be determined with certainty, whereas its recent history is almost certain (see application to Dengue below). When one is mostly interested in the best guess, this approach will highlight that some of the nodes are predicted with high confidence, whereas some others are not (as with numerical values and confidence intervals). This approach is generic and could be used to reconstruct ancestral sequences (see [@msz131-B60]\] for a closely related method), but we restrict ourselves here to unique, discrete characters, for example geographical or morphological. To summarize and visualize the resulting scenarios in this framework, we cluster the neighboring nodes with identical predictions and reuse some of the ideas we developed in parsimony-based PhyloType software ([@msz131-B11]). This way we obtain a compact, tree-shaped and easily interpretable graphical representation of the most likely ancestral scenarios, which is robust to phylogenetic uncertainties and sampling rate variations. In the following, we first describe the different components of the method, then the results with simulated data along with comparisons with other ACR methods, and lastly two real data analyses on the phylogeography of Dengue and the evolution of drug resistances in a large HIV data set. All methods developed and studied in this article are implemented in the PastML software, which is freely available in several versions and interfaces, including a web server (<https://pastml.pasteur.fr/>).

New Approaches
==============

Preamble
--------

The method can be decomposed into three main steps: 1) ML-based rescaling of the tree and estimation of the model parameters, 2) ancestral reconstruction of the most likely character states, and 3) compression and visualization of the inferred ancestral scenario. These three steps are described in turn in the following. In this section, we describe the input data, notation, model and global framework, and goals.

The input of the method is a rooted tree denoted as *T*, where every tip is associated with a character state. The number of tree tips is denoted as *n* and the tree root as *R*. *T* may be not fully resolved, the method applies to both binary and nonbinary trees. In most cases, *T* is obtained from a multiple alignment of sequences (DNA or proteins) using some standard phylogenetic software. Then, the branch lengths are expressed in number of substitutions per site. As we shall see, the input tree is rescaled to fit the evolution of the studied character, and thus all branch-length measures are acceptable. Most interesting results will be obtained with time scaled trees, where branch lengths are expressed in years. Then, the rescaling factor estimated from the input data represents the average number of character changes per year.

The studied character may be of various natures, as discussed in the Introduction. Here, we consider discrete characters with values taken from a finite, nonordered set of states; for example: {Africa, America, Asia, Australia, Europe} in phylogeography, or {Sensitive, Resistant} when studying drug resistances. *S* denotes the set of possible states, with size *s*. A tree tip (or leaf) is denoted as *l*, and $c\left( l \right) \in S$ is the character state associated with *l*. The method is able to accommodate tips with unknown character values, denoted as $c\left( l \right) = X$, as well as ambiguities when for a given tip several states are possible. Then, $c\left( l \right)$ is a subset of *S*, and consistently $c\left( l \right) = X$ is equivalent to $c\left( l \right) = S$.

Continuous-time Markov models are commonly used to represent the evolution of characters, notably with sequences where all sites of the studied multiple alignment are usually assumed to evolve according to the same model (with different rates when using rates across sites models, e.g., gamma distributed). In this setting, especially with DNA having four states only, one is able to accurately estimate the parameters of relatively complex models, for example GTR ([@msz131-B74]) having ten parameters and 8 degrees of freedom with DNA. Here, we have a unique observation describing the evolution of the studied character through the tips values, and accurately estimating the parameters of complex models is usually difficult, if not impossible, especially when *s* is large ([@msz131-B24]). We therefore use simple *s*-state JC-like and F81-like models, which generalize to *s* states the 4-state JC and F81 models for DNA ([@msz131-B38]; [@msz131-B19]). With JC-like models all rates of changes from state *i* to state *j* (*i *≠* j*) are equal, whereas with F81-like models, the rate of changes from *i* to *j* (*i *≠* j*) is proportional to the equilibrium frequency of *j*, denoted as *π~j~*. JC-like models are special cases of F81-like ones, with all equilibrium frequencies equal to $1/s$. Several studies advocate the use of *s*-state F81-like models. We showed ([@msz131-B23]), using simulations, that even the simpler JC-like version performs nearly as well as the true model, with DNA-like data generated using an HKY model ([@msz131-B31]) with high transition/transversion rate and heterogeneous nucleotide frequencies. Moreover, [@msz131-B14] showed that the origin and destination population sizes (represented by *π~i~* and *π~j~*, respectively) are two of the main factors explaining Ebola dissemination in West Africa. This finding is in accordance with the use of *s*-state F81-like models, where the expected number of changes from *i* to *j* is proportional to *π~i~π~j~*. Another advantage of F81-like models is that the probability of changes along a branch of length *t* is simply expressed as $$\begin{matrix}
{\text{PC}\left( {\left. i\rightarrow j \right./t} \right) = \,\,\left( {1 - e^{- \mu t}} \right)\pi_{j}\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\text{if}\,\, j \neq i} \\
{= e^{- \mu t} + \left( {1 - e^{- \mu t}} \right)\pi_{i}\,\,\,\,\text{otherwise},} \\
\end{matrix}$$ where *μ* is the normalization factor: $$\mu = {1/\left( {1 - \sum\pi_{i}^{2}} \right)}.$$

An *s*-state F81-like model has *s* parameters ($s - 1$ degrees of freedom) corresponding to the equilibrium frequencies of the *s* states. In our software, these frequencies can be user supplied, roughly estimated from the state frequencies observed at the tree tips (not recommended, see [@msz131-B24]\]), or estimated by ML as explained in the next section.

Tree Rescaling and Editing, Parameter Estimation
------------------------------------------------

Beyond the state equilibrium frequencies, the whole model involves one additional parameter, namely the "global rate," denoted as *ρ*. With a unique character, as is the case here, estimating all branch lengths in the tree is just impossible. We therefore assume that the number of character changes along the tree is proportional to the branch lengths of the input tree. Every branch length *t* is turned into *ρt*, which is interpreted as the expected number of character changes along the given branch. Moreover, we assume that *ρ* is constant across the tree over evolutionary time, which is a similar assumption to the one-rate model ([@msz131-B56]). With dated input trees, the original branch lengths are measured in years and *ρ* in number of state changes per year. The estimated value of *ρ* is then highly informative about the global evolutionary rate of the studied character along the tree.

Both dated and molecular trees may have branches of length zero. For example, when two input sequences are identical (quite common with virus strains), we expect that any reasonable phylogenetic method infers a cherry with null branches connecting the two sequences (a cherry is a rooted subtree of two taxa). Similar configurations may happen in dated trees due to temporal constraints ([@msz131-B75]). However, two identical sequences may have been observed in different countries, thus giving rise to two different character states linked by a path of length zero, and the same may happen with other types of characters (e.g., phenotypic). In a standard phylogenetic setting, the likelihood of any scenario containing such a configuration is null and no ML-based ancestral reconstruction is possible. To circumvent this difficulty, we edit the input tree. First, all internal branches of length zero are turned into polytomies. Then, for each node having daughter tips with branches of length zero, we compute the union of their states, which is assigned to all these tips (e.g., consider a node *v* with three daughter tips: *x* with state *i* and zero branch length, *y* with state *j* and zero branch length, and *z* with state *i* and nonzero branch length; then, in the edited tree *x* and *y* are associated with state set $\left\{ {i,j} \right\}$ and *z* is unchanged). This simply expresses that the corresponding taxa were observed with different states (e.g., the same sequences in different countries). The likelihood is computed as usual (Materials and Methods) from this edited (and rescaled) tree, in order to estimate the model parameters and infer the ancestral states. Before outputting the state predictions and visualizing the results, the zero-tip configurations are reedited back to their original state.

To estimate the model parameters (*ρ*, the equilibrium frequencies with F81-like models, and *κ* the transition/transversion ratio with the HKY model used in simulations), we compute the scenario likelihood using the standard pruning algorithm ([@msz131-B19]), and use the limited-memory bounded BFGS optimization routine to obtain ML estimates (L-BFGS-B \[[@msz131-B9]; [@msz131-B82]\], available in Python SciPy library \[[@msz131-B59]\]). This is achieved in two steps (both using the pruning and L-BFGS-B algorithms): first we obtain a rough estimate of *ρ* assuming a JC-like model, then we estimate all parameters together, starting from the previously estimated value of *ρ* and equal frequencies for all the states (and *κ* = 4 with HKY). The L-BFGS-B algorithm allows for constraints. To avoid very large or very low values of the global rate *ρ* (possible when the tip states are very similar or highly divergent), we impose: $\beta^{- 1} \times {\operatorname{}{0.001}} \leq \rho \leq \beta^{- 1} \times 10,$ where *β* is the average length of nonzero branches. This means that in the rescaled tree the number of changes along a branch with original length *β* is in between 0.001 and 10 (note that with 10 changes per branch reconstructing ancestral scenarios is just impossible). These bounds on the *ρ* estimate performed well in all our applications to real and simulated data. To ensure that the sum of frequencies is 1.0, one of the frequencies is kept equal to $1/s$, the others are freely optimized (but constrained to be positive), and all frequencies are normalized in likelihood computations and when outputting the results.

Discrete Approximation of the State Marginal Posterior Probabilities
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Our method is based on a discrete approximation of the marginal posterior probabilities of the character states, attached to the internal nodes of the tree. The computation of these probabilities is standard and used under different forms in most if not all ML-based phylogenetic programs. However, the complete description of the procedure is rarely available and is included in the Materials and Methods for the sake of completeness. To summarize, we first use the pruning algorithm ([@msz131-B19]), which performs a bottom up, postorder tree traversal, and accounts for the information of the descendants of every tree node; then, we perform a top-down, preorder tree traversal, which adds to the previous calculations the information coming from the rest of the tree. We thusly obtain for every tree node *N* and state *i*, the marginal posterior probability of *i* for *N*, $\text{Marginal}\left( {N,i} \right)$, which accounts for the state value of all tree tips. This procedure has a time complexity in $O\left( {ns^{2}} \right)$, where *n* is the number of tips and *s* the number of states. It is therefore linear in *n* and able to process trees with dozens of thousands of tips in a few seconds. It is equivalent (but faster) to the procedure consisting in iteratively rerooting the tree with every internal node and applying the pruning algorithm. The reconstruction accuracy is clearly higher than that obtained with the pruning algorithm (without rerooting) and the descendant information only ([@msz131-B23]).

Let *N* be any given internal node of *T*. Based on the marginal posterior probabilities $\text{Marginal}\left( {N,i} \right)$, we have to decide which states are predicted for *N* and which ones are discarded because their posteriors are too low. We could use some thresholding approach, but the choice of the threshold values and decision procedure would be very subjective, without any formal guarantee on the accuracy of the predictions (see [@msz131-B60] for simulation results). We therefore used concepts and tools from decision theory and supervised classification ([@msz131-B7]; [@msz131-B25]).

Assume that the true evolutionary model (tree, branch lengths, and model of character changes) is fully known; then, a standard result ([@msz131-B28]), known as the Bayes decision rule, is that the most accurate prediction for *N* is obtained by selecting the state with the highest posterior (MAP). In this framework, we predict a unique state, and the accuracy is simply measured by the probability of correctly predicting the true ancestral state. However, in our framework, a unique prediction per node is often unsatisfactory, especially when several states corresponding to different scenarios have similar posteriors. Then, a refined approach involves using probabilistic predictions, where states are assigned to probabilities instead of binary, mutually exclusive decisions as with the Bayes rule. When the true evolutionary model is fully known, the marginal posterior probabilities can be shown to be optimal among all probabilistic predictors ([@msz131-B25]). Various scoring criteria (or scoring rules) have been proposed to measure the accuracy of probabilistic predictors. The most used is the logarithmic scoring criterion from information theory. This is the negative of "surprisal," which is commonly used in Bayesian inference. However, this scoring criterion is not appropriate here, where we have state predictions with null probabilities (see below). Our approach is derived from the Brier quadratic scoring criterion. Let $\text{PPr}\left( {N,i} \right)$ be the predicted probability of state *i* for node *N* and $\text{Truth}\left( {N,i} \right)$ be the "truth" of *i* for *N*, which is equal to 1 when the ancestral state of *N* is *i*, and 0 otherwise. The Brier score can be expressed as $$\text{Brier}\left( N \right) = \sum\limits_{i \in S}{\left\lbrack {\text{PPr}\left( {N,i} \right) - \text{Truth}\left( {N,i} \right)} \right\rbrack^{2}.}$$

In this form, the Brier score is simply the squared Euclidean distance between $\text{PPr}\left( N \right)$ and $\text{Truth}\left( N \right)$ (the lower the better). In practice, the truth is rarely known, except when analyzing simulation results and past events (e.g., in weather forecasting). In this context, the Brier score is commonly used to measure the accuracy of probabilistic predictors. For instance, assuming that we assign probability 1 to the true state, then $\text{Brier}\left( N \right) = 0$. On the opposite, if we assign probability 1 to an incorrect state, then $\text{Brier}\left( N \right) = 2$, which is the worst possible value of the score. Assume now that we have no information on the ancestral state of *N*. Then, we have two natural solutions: 1) assign probability $1/s$ to every state, then ${\text{Brier}\left( N \right) = \left( {1 - {1/s}} \right)^{2} +}{\left( {s - 1} \right)\left( {1/s} \right)^{2} = 1 - {1/s}}$; 2) randomly, uniformly predict one of the states, then the expected value of $\text{Brier}\left( N \right)$ is equal to ${{0 \times 1}/s} + {{2 \times \left( {s - 1} \right)}/s} = 2 - {2/s}$. In other words, random predictions are worse than the recognition of our ignorance.

As already stated, when the model is fully known predicting the marginal posterior probabilities of the states is optimal, regarding the Brier criterion (and other proper scoring rules, as the logarithmic one). Thus, we use a discrete approximation of the posteriors, which is consistently selected using the Euclidean distance. The goal is to add as little error as possible to the (unknown) optimal value of $\text{Brier}\left( N \right)$. Thanks to the triangle inequality, this ensures a form of minimization of the Brier score (see below). Assuming that we decide to retain *k* states (among *s*) in the predictions, then each of these has probability 1/*k*, whereas the discarded states have probability 0. These probabilities are used in the selection of state subsets but are implicit. The method returns a set of likely states without any associated probabilities. To define the state subsets to be explored, we rank the states based on their posteriors: $i_{1}\,\,\left( \text{=}\,\text{MAP} \right)$ is best and $i_{s}$ has the lowest posterior. Then, we select the best subset $SS_{k} = \left\{ {i_{1},i_{2}\,\ldots\, i_{k}} \right\}$ (*k *=* *1 to *s*) by minimizing the Euclidean distance $D_{k}\left( N \right)$ between $\text{Marginal}\left( N \right)$ and the probability vector defined by $\Pr\left( i_{1\,\,\text{to}\,\, k} \right) = {1/{k\,}}$ and $\Pr\left( i_{k + 1\,\,\text{to}\,\, s} \right) = 0$.

This method is named Marginal Posterior Probabilities Approximation (MPPA) in the following. Let $\text{BrierMPP}\left( N \right)$ be the Brier score of the marginal posteriors probabilities, and $\text{BrierMPPA}\left( N \right)$ the Brier score of MPPA. Both scores are unknown, since the truth is unknown, but we have (triangle inequality): $\sqrt{\text{BrierMPPA}\left( N \right)} - \sqrt{\text{BrierMPP}\left( N \right)} \leq D_{k}\left( N \right)$. In other words, by minimizing $D_{k}\left( N \right)$, we minimize the gap between the two Brier scores, where $\text{BrierMPP}$ is optimal assuming a fully correct model. We shall see with simulated data that BrierMPPA is close to BrierMPP, especially with analyzes performed under the true model.

This method is both simple and fast, with time complexity in $O\left( {ns^{2}} \right)$ again. Its accuracy strongly depends on the accuracy of the marginal posteriors, and thus on the severity of model violations, which are inevitable with real data. A possible shortcoming could be that these computations are performed independently for each of the nodes. However, we observed with simulations ([@msz131-B23]; results below) that joint reconstructions have no clear advantage over marginal ones. Actually, in a large fraction of cases, the MAP and joint states are the same, which explains this finding. Moreover, the MAP state is always included in the set of states resulting from MPPA. For the rare cases (≪1% in our simulations below) where the joint state is not included in MPPA state set, a program option adds it systematically to ensure that the joint (most likely) scenario is included in MPPA solution.

Tree Compression and Visualization
----------------------------------

On large phylogenies with hundreds or thousands of tips, once the ancestral states are reconstructed on each node, it might be difficult for a human eye to visualize and interpret the results. To overcome this issue, we provide a compressed representation of the ancestral scenarios, which highlights the main facts and hides minor details. This representation is calculated in two steps: 1) "vertical merge" that clusters together the parts of the tree where no state change happens and 2) "horizontal merge" that clusters independent events of the same kind. Algorithmically, the two merges are performed in the following way: Vertical merge (vertical arrow in [fig. 1](#msz131-F1){ref-type="fig"}) : while there exists a parent--child couple such that the child's set of input/predicted states is the same as the parents' one, merge them. Note that tips can be merged as well as internal nodes in this process. We compute the size of a cluster so obtained, by the number of tips contained in the cluster, as the tips correspond to the input data units used for tree and ancestral scenario reconstructions. Accordingly, in the initial tree each tip has a size of 1, each internal node has a size of 0, and when merging two nodes we sum their sizes. In the compressed tree, a cluster is a node or "phylotype" following [@msz131-B11].Horizontal merge (horizontal arrow in [fig. 1](#msz131-F1){ref-type="fig"}): starting at the root and going top-down toward the tips, at each node we compare its child subtrees. If two or more identical subtrees are found, we keep just one representative and assign their number to the size of the branch that connects the kept subtree to the current node. Hence, a branch size corresponds to the number of times its subtree is found in the initial tree. Before the horizontal merge all branches have a size of 1. Two trees are considered *identical* if they have the same topology and their corresponding nodes have the same state(s) and sizes.

![ACR and visualization steps. Starting from the initial tree with annotated tips (top left, different annotations correspond to different colors), we reconstruct the ancestral node states (top right; colored sectors are used for ambiguous nodes, e.g., orange and purple), and then perform a two-step compression: the vertical compression (bottom right) clusters together the regions of the tree where no state change happens and puts the number of tips collapsed into each node as its size (e.g., the blue root cluster of size 5 in the bottom right tree corresponds to the part of the top-right tree highlighted blue and containing 5 tips), whereas the horizontal compression (bottom left) merges identical subtree configurations, keeping their number as branch sizes (e.g., the two red tip children of the bottom right root are merged into a red tip attached with a branch of size 2 in the bottom left tree).](msz131f1){#msz131-F1}

These two routines are illustrated in [figure 1](#msz131-F1){ref-type="fig"}. In the case of a transmission tree with states representing countries, the vertical merge will cluster together the transmissions happening within the same country and having the same source within that country; for instance, see the clouds colored in blue, orange and purple in [figure 1](#msz131-F1){ref-type="fig"}. Then, the horizontal merge detects independent transmissions from a country A to a country B; for instance in [figure 1](#msz131-F1){ref-type="fig"}, the two red nodes (=B) that branch independently from a big blue circle (=A).

For large trees with many state changes, even after compression the visualization might contain too many details. To address this issue, a program option makes it possible to specify the desired number of tips shown in the compressed tree (15 by default), which is then achieved by performing a relaxed horizontal merge and hiding less important nodes. In a relaxed horizontal merge, the definition of identical trees is updated: instead of requiring identical sizes of the corresponding nodes, we allow for nodes of sizes of the same order (log 10); for instance, now a node in state A of size 3 can correspond to a node in state A of any size between 1 and 9, and a node in state B of size 25 can correspond to a node in state B of any size between 10 and 99.

If even after a relaxed horizontal merge the compressed representation contains too many details, we trim less important tips as follows. For each node, we calculate its importance by multiplying its size by the sizes of all the branches on the path to the root, therefore obtaining the number of tips of the original tree that are represented by this node; for instance, a node of size 2 connected to the root via branches of sizes 1, 3, and 5 gets an importance of 30. We call a node blocked by its descendant if its importance is smaller than the descendant's one. The intuition behind is that this node cannot be removed from the tree unless the importance threshold allows the removal of its descendant first. We then set the cutoff threshold to the 15th largest nonblocked node's importance (a parameter that can be adjusted), and iteratively trim all tips with smaller importance (once a tip is removed its parent becomes an unblocked tip itself and is also considered for trimming). Finally, we rerun relaxed horizontal merge as some of the previously different topologies might have become identical after trimming. This trimming procedure and its parameters are somewhat empirical, but we observed that it performed well on all data sets we analyzed here and in other studies.

To simplify the ancestral state analysis of phylogenetic trees with multiple character data, we developed a pipeline that combines the results for different characters, for example geographical location and resistance to drugs. We first apply ancestral reconstruction separately for each character to obtain their ancestral states, and visualize each character on the tree nodes as sectors (see application to HIV below). If we could not choose a unique state for a character, we keep the corresponding sector uncolored (i.e., white). Once the tree is colored and each node is assigned its combined states (pie of colors), we compress the tree as described in the previous section.

When sampling dates are available for the tree tips, it is possible to visualize a timeline: we split the time between the oldest and the most recent samples into five intervals, and add a visualization slider to navigate in time. At each milestone we hide the subtrees for which all tips were sampled later. When sampling dates are not available, the timeline is based on root-to-tip distances instead.

Software and Utilities
----------------------

PastML takes as input a rooted tree and a tip state annotation table (for one or more characters). It produces a table with predicted ancestral states, and an interactively modifiable visualization (an html file that can be viewed in a browser). PastML is implemented in python 3, uses Scipy/Numpy ([@msz131-B59]) for parameter optimization/estimation, and Cytoscape.js library ([@msz131-B21]) for tree visualization. An additional option performs an automatic upload of the full tree, annotated with ACR predictions, to iTOL, an interactive tool for tree management and visualization ([@msz131-B47]). PastML is available as a python library/command-line program on pip3. We also provide a docker container that includes all the functionality and does not require installing python: evolbioinfo/pastml. Last but not least, a user friendly web application is available to perform ACR and visualization of ancestral scenarios. Several ACR methods are available: our new MPPA algorithm; the standard marginal posterior probability approach (both MAP and full probabilistic predictions); the joint posterior probability estimation algorithm of [@msz131-B64]; and the three usual variants of parsimony: ACCTRAN, DELTRAN, and DOWNPASS ([@msz131-B51]). All this material (source code, docker container, web server, etc.) is available from <https://pastml.pasteur.fr>.

Results: Method Comparison Using Simulated Data
===============================================

Simulation Protocol
-------------------

In this study, we basically followed the simulation procedure used in [@msz131-B23]. We generated pure-birth trees with *n *=* *1,000 tips. To obtain a broad range of ACR difficulties, we used 16 values of the speciation/evolutionary rate ratio (*ω*) ranging from 0.2 to 8.0, which correspond to an average number of state changes per branch of 2.5 and 0.0625, respectively ([@msz131-B72]). With a high number of state changes per branch (e.g., 2.5) ACR is very difficult, especially for the tree root, whereas with a low number of changes (e.g., 0.0625) ACR becomes easy as all tips and nodes tend to have the same state value. For each value of *ω*, 50 trees were generated, and for each tree we simulated the evolution of 50 unique characters with 4 states, and 50 with 20 states. To ease the implementation, reproducibility and interpretation of the results, we used DNA and protein models, although the method and software are intended for unique characters. We generated 4-state data sets using Seq-Gen v1.3.2 ([@msz131-B65]) and the HKY model ([@msz131-B31]) with equilibrium frequencies of A, C, G, and T being equal to 0.2, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.4, respectively, and a transition/transversion ratio *κ* of 8.0. These relatively extreme values were chosen to challenge ACR when using the F81 model implemented in PastML. Likewise, we generated 20-state data sets using Seq-Gen and the JTT model ([@msz131-B37]) with its default amino-acid equilibrium frequencies. We thusly obtained 16 (*ω* values) × 50 (1,000-tip trees) × 50 (number of characters) × 2 (4-state/20-state) data sets to assess the accuracy of ACR methods. During the simulation procedure with Seq-Gen, we recorded the ancestral state of the character seen at each internal node, including the root. Thus, the "true" ancestral scenario was known. All these data sets are available from <https://pastml.pasteur.fr/>.

Methods Being Compared
----------------------

These simulated trees and tip state values were then subjected to ACR with five methods: Parsimony: We computed the most parsimonious states for all nodes including the root. This computation was performed using UPPASS (Fitch-Hartigan) and then DOWNPASS algorithms, which combine the state information from all tree tips (analogous to the calculation of posteriors, Materials and Methods). DOWNPASS returns all most parsimonious states for all nodes, as opposed to ACCTRAN and DELTRAN which solve part of the ancestral ambiguities heuristically ([@msz131-B51]). This method returns a set of possible states for each node, and thus shares common points with MPPA.Joint: We used the dynamic programing algorithm described in [@msz131-B64] to infer the most likely ancestral scenario over all the tree and possible state values. For each of the nodes, we thus obtained a joint estimation of the most likely state. This method returns a unique state for each node.Marginal: we computed the marginal likelihoods and posterior probabilities of all states for all internal nodes including the root (see Materials and Methods). This method returns full probabilistic predictions (each state is assigned a probability) for all nodes. Marginal is the best possible probabilistic predictor (as measured by the Brier score, and other proper scoring rule) when the model is fully known.MAP: Using previous computations, we assigned the state with the highest marginal posterior to each node. MAP thus returns a unique state for each of the nodes, just as Joint.MPPA: We used the method described above to approximate the state posteriors and return for every node a subset of likely states.

With the ML-based methods (i.e., Joint, Marginal, MAP, and MPPA), the simulated data sets were analyzed under the four following conditions, corresponding to various model violations intended to measure the robustness of the ACR methods being compared: True model and branch lengths: the true evolutionary model (i.e., the model used in simulations, HKY with 4 states and JTT with 20 states) was used for ACR. The model parameters were estimated from the data (i.e., with HKY: the global rate *ρ*, the nucleotide frequencies, and *κ*; with JTT: *ρ* only, we used JTT frequencies as usual). The (true) input tree was rescaled using the estimated value of *ρ* before performing ACR (standard usage of PastML, used in all conditions). In this setting, there is no model violation and Marginal is expected to be optimal regarding the Brier score. The goal was to check that the results were only slightly degraded with model violations.True model and noised branch lengths: the true model was used, as in previous setting (including parameter estimation and rescaling), but the branch lengths of the input trees were perturbed. The goal was to account for approximate branch-length estimation and molecular-clock violation, two common features with usual data sets. To obtain the input tree, all branch lengths of the true tree were multiplied by independent, lognormal variables, with mean 1.0 and standard deviation 0.5 (i.e., uncorrelated, lognormal molecular-clock model with standard deviation similar to that observed in HIV data \[[@msz131-B75]\]).F81 model and true branch lengths: we used F81 and F81-like models for 4- and 20-state data sets, respectively. The model parameters (*ρ* and equilibrium frequencies) were estimated from the input data. This setting corresponds to the default option of PastML. The goal was to check that the loss of accuracy was low, compared with the perfect "true model and branch lengths" setting.F81 model and noised branch lengths: we combined 4- and 20-state F81-like models and optimizations, with noised input trees (see conditions 2 and 3 above). This setting can be seen as realistic as it combines the default evolutionary model in PastML with branch-length perturbation.

Comparison Criteria
-------------------

To compare the accuracy of the various ACR methods being tested, we used the Brier score of the predicted states against the known, true scenario. In the above Brier score formula $\text{Truth}\left( {N,i} \right)$ was equal to 1 when the true state of node *N* was *i*, and 0 otherwise. Accordingly, $\text{PPr}\left( {N,i} \right)$ was equal to 1 (*i* is predicted) or 0 (*i* is not predicted) for the methods predicting a unique state (i.e., Joint and MAP); $\text{PPr}\left( {N,i} \right)$ was equal to $1/k$ (*i* is predicted) or 0 (*i* is not predicted) with Parsimony and MPPA when *k* states were predicted; with Marginal, $\text{PPr}\left( {N,i} \right)$ was simply equal to the marginal posterior probability of state *i* for node *N*. The Brier scores of the nodes were then averaged, and we returned the average score over 2,500 trials (50 trees × 50 trials) for each of the simulation conditions. The same criterion was also applied to the tree root, as ACR is expected to be more difficult with the root than with other tree nodes, especially those being close to the tips ([@msz131-B23]).

To compare the performance of the various methods in producing consistent predictions across the tree, we applied the Brier score to edges instead of nodes. The goal was to check that the predictions for the two extremities of any given edge were compatible and close to the truth, thus establishing, or not, the superiority of global predictions as produced by Joint, over independent predictions as produced by MAP or MPPA (see also [@msz131-B23]). An edge *E* was perfectly predicted $\left\lbrack {\text{PPr}\left( {E,i,j} \right) = \text{Truth}\left( {E,i,j} \right) = 1} \right\rbrack$ when its two extremity states *i*, *j* were the same as the true ones. In case of multiple predictions, *k* on one extremity and *p* on the other, $\text{PPr}\left( {E,i,j} \right)$ was equal to $1/\mathit{kp}$ when both states were included in the predicted states at both edge extremities, and 0 otherwise. With Marginal we simply used for $\text{PPr}\left( {E,i,j} \right)$ the product of the state posteriors of *i* and *j* at both extremities of *E*. The formula to compute the Brier score was the same as for nodes, but considering a state space of size $s^{2}$.

For Parsimony and MPPA, we counted the average number of predicted states per node in the various simulation conditions. The goal was to check the advantage of predicting several states instead of a single one, in case of uncertainty. The same was also applied to the tree root, where a larger number of states is expected as predictions are more difficult.

Accuracy of the Various ACR Approaches
--------------------------------------

The results are displayed in [figure 2](#msz131-F2){ref-type="fig"} (4 states) and [figure 3](#msz131-F3){ref-type="fig"} (20 states) for the most relevant simulation conditions. Additional results are provided in [supplementary figures S1--S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, for all simulation conditions and the root and edge predictions. We observe that

![Accuracy of ACR methods with 4-state DNA-like simulated data. *x* axis: speciation/substitution (or evolutionary) rate ratio. *y* axis: Brier score (the lower the better; panels *A* and *B*); Number of predicted states per node (panel *C*). (*A*) ML-based methods use the true model (HKY, with estimated parameters) and branch lengths (rescaled by PastML). (*B*) ML-based methods use the F81 model (with estimated equilibrium frequencies) and noisy branch lengths (rescaled by PastML). (*C*) Number of nodes predicted by parsimony and MPPA. "All states": all states are predicted with equal probability (=1/4). "Marginal True": best possible accuracy, obtained with Marginal using the true model and tree, as in panel *A*. See text for details.](msz131f2){#msz131-F2}

![Accuracy of ACR methods with 20-state protein-like simulated data. (*A*) True model (JTT) and tree (rescaled by PastML). (*B*) 20-state F81-like model (with estimated frequencies) and noisy branch lengths (rescaled by PastML). With "All states" every state is predicted with probability 1/20. See note to [figure 2](#msz131-F2){ref-type="fig"} and text for details.](msz131f3){#msz131-F3}

-   *Evolutionary rate*: As expected, predictions are very difficult with the lowest *ρ* value (speciation/evolutionary rate ratio, 0.2, i.e., 2.5 changes per branch in average); then, all methods have similar or worse accuracy to/than the agnostic method predicting all states with equal probability. With higher *ρ* values, predictions become easy, as few mutations occur in the tree. With the highest *ρ* values (≥5.0, i.e., ≤0.1 changes/branch) all methods succeed (Brier score ≈0) and are equivalent.

-   *Root prediction*: As expected, predicting the root is much more difficult ([supplementary figs. S1 and S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online): when *ρ* is ≤0.5 (≥1.0 changes/branch), even the best method (Marginal with the correct model) does not improve much over the agnostic method, and with the highest *ρ* value (8.0, easiest condition), the Brier score is still substantially larger than 0.

-   *Number of states*: As expected again, predictions are more difficult with 20 states ([fig. 3](#msz131-F3){ref-type="fig"}, Brier score ≈1.5 for the worst methods and conditions) than with 4 states ([fig. 2](#msz131-F2){ref-type="fig"}, Brier score ≈0.95 for the worse methods and conditions). Moreover, the gap between the best and worse methods is larger with 20 states than with 4 states. However, the ranking of the various methods is the same in both settings, and this holds for root prediction as well.

-   *Ranking of ACR methods*: Marginal is the best method regarding the Brier score, as expected with decision theory, and its advantage still holds with model violations ([figs. 2 and 3](#msz131-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Joint and MAP are the worst, due to the fact that they predict a unique state and do not account for uncertainty. Their accuracies are similar, with a slight advantage for MAP in certain conditions (e.g., in the absence of model violations, [figs. 2*A* and 3*A*](#msz131-F2){ref-type="fig"}). This result still holds with the edge Brier score ([supplementary figs. S3 and S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online), thus indicating again that Joint and global predictions have no advantage compared with the more local calculations of marginal posterior probabilities (still highly dependent for neighboring nodes). Moreover, the ranking of all methods with the edge Brier score is the same as that obtained with the node Brier score.

-   *Multiple/single state predictions*: Thanks to multiple predictions in uncertain configurations, Parsimony has a clear advantage over Joint and MAP ([figs. 2 and 3](#msz131-F2){ref-type="fig"}). The advantage of MPPA is even larger, due to the fact that MPPA predicts more states than Parsimony, and that these states are predicted using a rigorous probabilistic approach. With medium *ρ* value (1.0), the number of predicted state by MPPA is ∼1.3 and ∼3.0, for 4 and 20 states, respectively. This indicates that the large accuracy gain of MPPA, compared with unique state prediction methods (Joint, MAP), is obtained thanks to a relatively low number of predicted states, which eases the interpretability and visualization of the global scenarios returned by MPPA. However, in difficult conditions (low *ρ* values and/or root prediction, [figs. 2 and 3](#msz131-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary figs. S1 and S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online) the number of states predicted by MPPA is larger (and much larger than parsimony's), indicating that MPPA "recognizes its ignorance." We shall see that these findings are confirmed with real data.

-   *Model violations*: In terms of accuracy, MPPA is close to Marginal in all conditions, especially with 20 states, and is the second best method ([figs. 2 and 3](#msz131-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, MPPA's accuracy remains nearly identical with noisy branch lengths, compared with true branch lengths ([supplementary fig. S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). When violations occur in the model describing state changes (i.e., F81-like models are used to analyze data simulated with HKY and JTT) we observe different results depending on the number of states. With 4 states, there is a low but visible gap between "Marginal true" and "Marginal F81," which added to the gap between MPPA and "Marginal F81" indicates that model violations have a substantial impact. However, MPPA is still better than Parsimony, especially in the difficult region (low *ρ* values). With 20 states, all these differences are low and the impact of model violations is negligible. This advocates for the use of F81-like models, especially with a large number of states, where estimating all the parameters of complex models is likely unfeasible (but see [@msz131-B45]).

To summarize, MPPA performs well in this simulation study, with an accuracy close to the fully probabilistic Marginal method, but outputs that are much easier to interpret and visualize. Moreover, the F81-like model seems to be a relevant choice, especially with 20 states, as it yields accurate ancestral predictions while avoiding difficult estimations of the relative rates of changes from one state to another. Results of [@msz131-B60] confirm these findings. The method proposed in that study , named MPPE, shares common points with MPPA (e.g., ranking of the character states using their posteriors, and selection of the best *k* states) but uses a different selection criterion based on the expected classification error. The accuracies of MPPE and MPPA are very close, and clearly better than the accuracy of all other methods considered in that study.

Results: Phylogeography of Dengue Epidemics
===========================================

To demonstrate the performance of PastML on real data, we reconstructed the ancestral history of Dengue serotype 2 (DENV2) epidemics. We used a medium-size data set of 356 sequences, obtained from [@msz131-B2]. This data set is annotated with: sampling years (between 1944 and 2014); countries, which we grouped in 10 regions (Central America, Caribbean, South America, Europe, Africa, Western Asia, Eastern Asia, South-eastern Asia, and Oceania); and genotypes (13 sequences of Sylvatic lineage, and 343 sequences of 5 endemic genotypes: American, Asian-American, Asian I, Asian II, and Cosmopolitan). We inferred a ML tree from the DNA sequences, and dated and rooted this tree (based on dates) using LSD ([@msz131-B75]). To check the robustness of PastML inferences against phylogenetic uncertainty, the tree reconstruction was performed with three ML tools: RAxML ([@msz131-B71]), PhyML ([@msz131-B29]), and FastTree ([@msz131-B63]), resulting in three trees with substantial topological differences (mean normalized bipartition distance ∼10%). However, the global topological information was preserved (e.g., the genotypes and sylvatic lineage were perfectly identified and supported in the three trees). To further study the impact of poorly supported branches and topological uncertainties, we created a fourth tree by collapsing the 40 poorly supported branches of the PhyML tree (SH-like support \<50%). This collapsed tree was dated and rooted as the three others. The phylogeography of DENV2 epidemics was reconstructed from these four trees and location annotations using PastML with default options (MPPA with F81-like model). We also checked the robustness of ACR results regarding state sampling variations. For this purpose, we generated five new DENV2 alignments, each by picking 356 sequences randomly with replacement from the original alignment. This way we obtained five randomized alignments of the same size as the original one, but with some sequences removed and some present multiple times, which in turn perturbed the numbers of samples per location. We then reconstructed the phylogeography of these five resampled data sets using RaxML and the same approach as for the original alignment.

PastML results with the RAxML tree are shown in [figure 4](#msz131-F4){ref-type="fig"}. The location of the root is unresolved between five regions: the Caribbean, Eastern Asia, Oceania, South America, and South-eastern Asia. Provided that the root represents the common ancestor of the sylvatic and endemic/epidemic strains (dated 1209 \[1147--1249\]), this result is not surprising. If instead we focus on the endemic/epidemic subtree (left subtree of the root), its root (dated 1744 \[1723--1759\]) is resolved to South-eastern Asia. The South-eastern Asian endemic/epidemic cluster has grown over years and by 2014 contained 145 strains from our data set (large orange node on the compressed representation). From there, the epidemic was spread to Southern Asia (lilac), Eastern Asia (six independent introductions represented as an edge of size six leading to a green node), Oceania (red), Africa (light blue), and the Caribbean (blue). From Caribbean, it was further spread to South America (multiple introductions leading to clusters of various sizes in light-orange), and from there to Central America (light-green). These findings agree with the study of global Dengue type 2 phylogeography by [@msz131-B77] performed using a Bayesian approach on 307 E-gene sequences (sampled between 1944 and 2011). They also could not pinpoint the ancestral location for DENV2 sylvatic and endemic/epidemic strains, and detected South-eastern Asia as the origin for Asian, Asian-American, and Cosmopolitan endemic genotypes. They also found multiple migrations from Caribbean countries to the American mainland. However, in some cases, PastML predictions remain more cautious. For example, for sylvatic strains Walimbe et al. predicted West Africa as the most probable ancestral location, whereas PastML hesitates between five possible locations, including Africa (gray subtree). For the American endemic genotype (light-yellow subtree), Walimbe et al. predicted India to be the ancestral location, whereas PastML hesitates between Southern (including India) and South-eastern Asia.

![Ancestral reconstruction of DENV2 epidemic locations. The figure shows the full tree (top) and compressed (bottom left) visualizations produced by PastML using MPPA with an F81-like model. Different colors correspond to different geographical regions as shown in the map in the bottom right corner. The sylvatic and American genotype subtrees are shown with grey and light-yellow backgrounds, respectively. The Joint and MAP predictions are shown for the uncertain nodes. MAP and Joint disagree on the tree root, but their predictions are included in MPPA predictions for all nodes (including those with unique MPPA prediction).](msz131f4){#msz131-F4}

PastML compressed scenarios for RAxML, FastTree, PhyML, and PhyML-collapsed trees are almost identical, with a few minor differences that can be mostly eliminated by resolving some unresolved nodes ([supplementary fig. S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). This illustrates the robustness of PastML against phylogenetic uncertainty. The same holds regarding sampling variations: PastML ancestral scenarios with resampled data sets are very similar to the scenario inferred using the original alignment ([supplementary fig. S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). [Figure 4](#msz131-F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the advantage of the approach, where uncertain inferences are not solved arbitrarily but made explicit. For example, the MAP and Joint inferences for the tree root are Eastern Asia and South-eastern Asia, respectively, whereas MPPA predicts five possible origins including both MAP and Joint predictions. However, for most of the nodes MPPA predicts a unique location (average number of states per node ∼1.03). The log-likelihood of the Map, Joint, and MPPA scenarios is equal to −197.3, −197.2, and −193.8, respectively (as expected Joint is better than MAP, and MPPA is even better as it includes several states for some of the nodes). PastML thus represents a larger fraction of the data, while producing a scenario which is almost fully resolved.

Results: Drug Resistance Mutations in HIV
=========================================

To demonstrate the performance of PastML with large data sets, we studied the emergence, transmission and reversion of drug resistance mutations (DRMs, [@msz131-B5]) in HIV. DRMs emerge under the pressure of drug treatments, and then may be transmitted to drug naïve patients ([@msz131-B83]). An essential public health issue is to detect potential drug resistant subepidemics, which could become prevalent and pose major problems, as is already the case with other pathogens and diseases (e.g., malaria). Parsimony-based ancestral reconstructions were already used fruitfully in this context, with patients from the UK ([@msz131-B57]). We focused here on the subtype C of HIV1 (HIV1-C), the most prevalent subtype around the world (∼50% of HIV infections), originating from Central Africa, spread in Southern and Eastern Africa, and then in Europe and the Americas, with multiple introductions ([@msz131-B76]; [@msz131-B32]; [@msz131-B18]).

We used a large data set of 3,619 HIV-1C *pol* sequences, obtained from [@msz131-B39], [@msz131-B11], and the latest (2017) *pol* alignment of the Los Alamos HIV database. This data set is annotated with sampling dates and countries. We built a tree from the DNA sequences using PhyML ([@msz131-B29]), and rooted it using non-C sequences. As in [@msz131-B57], we first computed the presence of the studied DRM in the sequences, thus obtaining the value of a 2-state character (sensitive/resistant) for every tree tip. Then, we used PastML with default options to reconstruct the ancestral resistance status of the tree nodes and root. We also performed analyses through time, to study the dynamics of DRM emergence, diffusion and reversion, and combined DRM analyses with phylogeography to reveal the spatial propagation of resistances. Five of the most prevalent DRMs were analyzed.

Results for M184V (the most prevalent DRM in our data set) and the combination with phylogeography for the largest resistance cluster are displayed in [figure 5](#msz131-F5){ref-type="fig"}. M184V is a major nonnucleoside RT inhibitor (NRTI) mutation selected in patients receiving Lamivudine (3TC) and Emtricitabine (FTC) ([@msz131-B22]). 3TC was approved for medical use in the United States in 1995, and FTC in 2006. They are both used worldwide nowadays. According to the study of [@msz131-B10] on the persistence of DRMs, in the absence of drug-selective pressure M184V is lost relatively quickly (median time to loss ∼1.0 \[0.5--2.0\] years).

![Ancestral state reconstruction of the presence/absence of DRM M184V over time (top), and combined with location data (bottom left). The reconstruction was done by PastML with MPPA + F81 option. For the timeline, the tree was pruned at each year to remove the tips sampled after that year. In the bottom left panel, M184V presence/absence is combined with location data: M184V state is shown color-coded in the left half of each node (green when mutation is absent, and orange for resistant strains), countries are color-coded in the right half of each node, and shown in the labels.](msz131f5){#msz131-F5}

Ancestral state reconstruction allows us to detect potentially acquired (ADR) and transmitted drug resistance (TDR) patterns. An acquired drug resistance is represented by a single-patient resistant node in the compressed visualization, which implies a state change from a sensitive parent node. Potential TDRs are represented by cluster(s) of resistant patients, where internal edges correspond to transmissions of resistant strains. Note that these simple statements still hold with incomplete sampling ([@msz131-B57]): transmissions of DRMs within resistant clusters are then indirect, whereas a one-patient resistant node may correspond to a small resistance cluster, the root of which acquired the DRM.

We analyzed the reconstructed transmission tree at different time points, each time pruning the tree to remove the tips and nodes sampled after the corresponding year. [Figure 5](#msz131-F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the results for 1996 (the sampling year corresponding to the first sequences with M184V in our data set), 2005 and 2015 (last sampling year in our data set). We see the emergence and growth of potential TDR clusters over time. In 2005, the main configurations included a major TDR cluster of 53 patients, and 76 cases of independent DRM emergence (ADR, i.e., 1-patient node, or small resistant clusters of 2--3 patients). There are also multiple cases of reversion of the DRM (e.g., 66 cases of patients having a sensitive virus at the time of sampling, which originate from the major resistant cluster). By 2015 the main TDR cluster grew (to 72 patients), and so did the numbers of cases of ADR and DRM reversion. Importantly, the main resistance cluster in 2005 is included in the one of 2015, which demonstrates the potential of the method in surveying the emergence of problematic resistant subepidemics, as the 2015 cluster was already predictable in 2005.

To further investigate the largest TDR cluster, we combined the ancestral state reconstruction for M184V with the location. The result located the whole resistant cluster in South America. We then increased the geographical resolution by replacing the regions with the countries and focused on the subtree with the root in East Africa, as this is from where the virus was spread to South America according to our reconstruction. The results are shown in the bottom left panel of [figure 5](#msz131-F5){ref-type="fig"}, and suggest that the resistance cluster is located in Brazil, and that it originated from either a sensitive or a resistant case in Brazil (the parent node of the TDR cluster is a Brazilian node with unresolved M184V state). The reconstruction also shows that the virus was introduced to Brazil from Burundi, from where it was also spread to Tanzania, and Ethiopia. This geographical result agrees with the study on HIV-1C epidemics in Eastern Africa and Southern Brazil by [@msz131-B55], although the latter was performed using a Bayesian approach and a different data set, which included more Brazilian sequences.

The results for the second, third, and fourth most prevalent DRMs in our data set (K103N, D67N, and K70R) are similar to those for M184V: they show emergence and growth of TDR clusters over time, and well as growth of the number of ADR and reversions to sensitive state. The largest TDR clusters for these three DRMs are located in Brazil, just as with M184V. With the decrease of DRM prevalence, the size of TDR clusters in our data decreases, from a 72-patient TDR cluster for M184V to a 7-patient one for K70R. The analysis of K103N can be found in [supplementary figure S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online. The results for the fifth most prevalent DRM (Y181C) are different: We hardly see any TDR clusters (their size is at most four patients), and the largest TDR cluster is located in India ([supplementary fig. S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). This could be the very start of TDR spread for this mutation hence making it a candidate for closer surveillance, or it could simply be due to the quick reversion time of Y181C (median of 1.3 years, cf., [@msz131-B10]\]) and hence inability to form TDR clusters.

[Figure 5](#msz131-F5){ref-type="fig"} and the results illustrate again the advantage of MPPA reconstructions. For example, the Joint and MAP predictions for the root of the Brazilian subtree (unresolved by MPPA) disagree, they are respectively resistant and sensitive. The same occurs with 34 other nodes, where MPPA predictions contain again both states predicted by MAP and Joint. In total, ∼2.5% of the tree nodes cannot be fully resolved by MPPA, which corresponds to ∼1.025 states per node in average. The total log-likelihood of MPPA is equal to −834.9, whereas the log-likelihood of Joint is −861.8, and of MAP is −872.4 (as expected substantially lower than Joint). MPPA thus represents a much larger fraction of the data, while producing a scenario which is almost fully resolved.

PastML analyses were performed on a laptop with a 4-core 2.50GHz CPU. ACR and visualization of Dengue phylogeography (356 tips, 10 states) as well as of HIV-1C DRM dynamics (3,619 tips, 2 states) took ∼1 min per tree.

Conclusions
===========

We presented a new, simple, and fast approach to reconstruct ancestral scenarios, deal with the uncertainty of ancestral inferences in the difficult regions of the tree (typically around the tree root), and visualize and edit interactively a tree-shaped graphical representation of the most likely ancestral scenarios. The results obtained with the Dengue and a large HIV data sets are congruent with previous studies. Moreover, these results are robust against phylogenetic uncertainty and sampling variations.

The method proposed here to account for uncertainties in ancestral inferences could easily be adapted to sequences and especially proteins, where its ability to provide an inventory of a limited number of alternative amino acids should be very useful to examine likely variants and determine the best candidate based on the structure and physicochemical properties. Directions for further research include the exploration of other loss functions, in place of the Brier scoring rule, for example in line of [@msz131-B60] or reusing previous concepts and results from decision theory ([@msz131-B25]). Moreover, the current version of PastML is based on JC-like and F81-like models, due to the limited information available with unique characters. Some refinements (e.g., in the line of [@msz131-B45]\], and [@msz131-B14]\]) should be useful, not only to improve the accuracy and ancestral reconstructions but also to provide users with a global view of the evolutionary processes at stake (strain flow between regions and countries, acquisitions and losses of molecular characters, dynamics of ecological character changes, etc.). Lastly, an interesting direction would be to develop methods and tools to compare our tree-shaped, compressed representations of ancestral scenarios, calculate some distance between two scenarios, extract the common parts and the differences, and propose some consensus.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Computation of the Marginal Posterior Probabilities
---------------------------------------------------

Let *N* be a given internal node of the tree *T*, and *U*, *V*, and *F* be the left descendant, right descendant, and father of *N*, respectively, with corresponding rescaled branch lengths denoted as *u*, *v*, and *f.* Moreover, let $\text{Down}\left( N \right)$ be the vector of state conditional likelihoods induced by the state values of the tips of the "*down*" subtree rooted with *N*. $\text{Down}\left( {N,i} \right)$ is equal to the likelihood of having state *i* in *N* given the states observed in the extant descendants of *N*. $\text{Down}\left( N \right)$ is computed recursively using the pruning algorithm ([@msz131-B19]), which combines a postorder tree traversal with the following formula: $$\begin{matrix}
{\text{Down}\left( {N,i} \right) = \left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{j}{\text{PC}\left( {\left. i\rightarrow j \right./u} \right)\text{Down}\left( {U,j} \right)}} \right\rbrack \times \left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{j}{\text{PC}\left( {\left. i\rightarrow j \right./v} \right)\text{Down}\left( {V,j} \right)}} \right\rbrack,\,} \\
{\text{and~for~}a\text{~tip~}l:\text{~if~}c\left( l \right) = i\text{~or~}X,\text{~then~Down}\left( {l,i} \right) = 1,\text{else~Down}\left( {l,i} \right) = 0.} \\
\end{matrix}$$ This algorithm proceeds in a bottom-up fashion, first computing the conditional likelihoods of the nodes close to the tips and progressing until the tree root. The conditional likelihoods so obtained can be used to compute marginal posterior probabilities and then predict the ancestral states attached to every tree node. Several ancestral reconstruction programs use this approach. However, a more accurate method does exist ([@msz131-B80]; [@msz131-B23]). Indeed, when using $\text{Down}\left( N \right)$ we only account for the information contained in the tips descending from *N*, and not for the information contained in the rest of the tree.

To account for all tree information, we define a second vector of conditional likelihoods attached to *N*, $\text{Up}\left( N \right)$, where $\text{Up}\left( {N,i} \right)$ denotes the conditional likelihood of having *i* in *N* given the tip values observed in the "*up*" subtree of *N*. To define this subtree, assume that *T* is rerooted with *N*; then *N* has three direct descendants: *U*, *V*, and *F*, each associated with a subtree. The *up* subtree of *N* is defined as the subtree associated with *F* including the branch (of length *f*) from *F* to *N.* In other words, the *up* subtree contains all branches, nodes and tips which are not included in the *down* subtree of *N.* To compute the *Up* conditional likelihoods we use the following formula (applied to node *U* to simplify the notation, but the same formula applies to *V*, *N* and all tree nodes): $$\text{Up}\left( {U,i} \right) = \left\{ {\sum\limits_{j}{\text{PC}\left( {\left. i\rightarrow j \right./u} \right)\text{Up}\left( {N,j} \right)\left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{k}{\text{PC}\left( {\left. j\rightarrow k \right./v} \right)\text{Down}\left( {V,k} \right)}} \right\rbrack}} \right\}.$$

This formula is exploited recursively thanks to a top-down, preorder tree traversal. We start from the tree root *R*, having $\text{Up}\left( {R,i} \right) = 1$ for all states *i*, and progress toward the tips; for example, $\text{Up}\left( N \right)$ is computed after $\text{Up}\left( F \right)$ and before $\text{Up}\left( U \right)$ and $\text{Up}\left( V \right)$, as seen in the formula. Moreover, this formula uses the *Down* likelihoods, which have to be computed first. Both *Down* and *Up* calculations are easily extended to polytomies: the *Down* formula contains as many sum terms as *N* has descendants (instead of 2 above with *U* and *V*); the *Up* formula contains as many internal sum terms as *U* has brother nodes (instead of 1 above with *V*).

Once $\text{Down}\left( N \right)$ and $\text{Up}\left( N \right)$ have been computed, the state marginal posterior probabilities of *N* are computed using (remember that for the tree root $\text{Up}\left( {R,i} \right) = 1$): $$\begin{matrix}
{\text{Marginal}\left( {N,i} \right) = \frac{\pi_{i}\text{Down}\left( {N,i} \right)\text{Up}\left( {N,i} \right)}{\text{TotalProba}\left( N \right)},\,\,\text{where~}\left( \text{law~of~total~probability} \right):} \\
{\text{TotalProba}\left( N \right) = \sum\limits_{j \in S}{\pi_{j}\text{Down}\left( {N,j} \right)\text{Up}\left( {N,j} \right)}.} \\
\end{matrix}$$

These algorithms have a time complexity in $O\left( {ns^{2}} \right)$, where *n* is the number of tree tips and *s* the number of states. The whole procedure is thus linear in *n* and remarkably fast.

All along these calculations, some of the conditional likelihood values may be extremely small when *n* is large, and smaller than the minimum value permitted for double floating numbers. As in other ML programs, if the conditional likelihoods of *N* are smaller than a given threshold, then all conditional likelihoods of *N* are multiplied by a power of 2. This numerical trick does not change the marginal posterior probabilities, as the relative values of the conditional likelihoods are preserved.

DENV2 Data and Analyses
-----------------------

We used a data set of 356 aligned sequences of Dengue serotype 2, obtained from [@msz131-B2]. We built ML trees from the DNA sequences using three inference tools: RAxML v8.2.11-sse3 ([@msz131-B71]), PhyML v3.3.20180621 ([@msz131-B29]), and FastTree v2.1.10 (Price at al. 2010), all with GTR + Γ6 substitution model and default options. The trees were then dated and rooted (based on dates) using LSD v0.3beta-55183ca9d0 ([@msz131-B75]). PastML was used with default options (MPPA+F81) to reconstruct the ancestral locations of all tree nodes and root, among ten regions (character states) present in the data set.

HIV-1C Data and Analyses
------------------------

We used an HIV-1C *pol* sequence data set, previously used in [@msz131-B39], and then (in a slightly updated version) in [@msz131-B11]. We extended the latter alignment with HIV-1C *pol* sequences from the latest (2017) *pol* alignment in the Los Alamos HIV database (<https://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/index>; Last accessed June 1, 2019), hence adding 583 sequences. Addition of the new sequences was performed using MAFFT multiple sequence alignment program with the --add option ([@msz131-B40]). The final alignment contains 3,619 HIV-1C *pol* sequences, plus 35 outgroup reference sequences from the non-C subtypes. The data set is annotated with sampling dates and countries.

We detected the Surveillance Drug Resistance Mutations ([@msz131-B5]), using the Sierra web service of the Stanford HIV drug resistance database ([@msz131-B50]). We removed the Surveillance Drug Resistance Mutation positions from the alignment and reconstructed five most parsimonious trees using TNT ([@msz131-B26]), which were used as starting trees for five runs of PhyML ([@msz131-B29]) with GTR+I + Γ6 substitution model and aLRT SH-like branch supports. The most likely tree was retained for further analyses and ancestral reconstructions. This tree was rooted with the outgroup sequences, which were subsequently removed from the tree. The branches of length zero and aLRT SH-like support \<0.5 were collapsed into polytomies.

PastML was then used to reconstruct, along this tree, the ancestral scenarios describing the emergence, diffusion, and reversion in some cases, of DRMs. We analyzed DRMs with high prevalence in our data set: M184V with a prevalence of 0.07 (highest prevalence in our data set), K103N (prevalence = 0.05, second highest prevalence), and Y181C (prevalence = 0.03, fifth highest prevalence). Results (available at <https://pastml.pasteur.fr>) for the third and fourth highest prevalence DRMs are similar to those of M184V and K103N. PastML was used with MPPA + F81 and a node importance threshold of 10. We performed analyses through time to study the dynamics of DRM emergence, diffusion and reversion. In this context, we have two character states: the DRM is absent or present, and the corresponding strain (tip, node) is sensitive or resistant, respectively. Results for the most prevalent DRM (M184V) are provided in [figure 4](#msz131-F4){ref-type="fig"}. Results for the two other DRMs are in supplementary figures S8 and S9, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online.

Data Availability
=================

All of our data, trees, ACRs, and Snakemake pipelines ([@msz131-B41]) used to reconstruct the trees and analyze them are available from <https://pastml.pasteur.fr>; Last accessed June 1, 2019.

Supplementary Material
======================

[Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} are available at *Molecular Biology and Evolution* online.
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